We cordially invite you to attend the 2018 Evonik Oil & Gas Symposium, October 30-31 in Houston, TX. Space is limited, REGISTER today.

Omni Houston Hotel at Westside
13210 Katy Freeway (I-10)
Houston, TX 77079
Reservations: +1-800-THE-OMNI or Online.

This Symposium will feature industry experts and networking opportunities to discuss the latest innovations, trends, and challenges. Experts from leading corporations will include:

- Halliburton
- Baker Hughes GE
- Spears & Associates
- Texas A&M University
- Hoerbiger Corporation
- Kosta Tech
- Western Falcon
- Polyflow
- Fritz Industries, Inc.
- Linde Engineering
- United Pipeline Systems, Inc.
- Innospec
- Flotek
- AirBorne
- And more!

This event is FREE to all attendees. Registration is required by October 16.

Day 1: "Innovative Chemical and Material Solutions for Oil & Gas" (Breakfast, Lunch & Networking Reception included)
Presentation topics include:
- Innovations in CO2 Membranes for Natural Gas Industry - Solving Customer Problems
- Industry Trends and Challenges for Thermoplastic Polymers in Harsh Down Hole Environments
- A Complementary Method of Assessing Clay Stabilizers Used in Hydraulic Fracturing Applications
- Altering Friction Reducer Viscosities by Controlling Polymer Concentration, Brine Composition and Mixing Energy
- A Winning Strategy for Smaller Size Oil Field Chemical Suppliers

Day 2: "Innovative Chemical and Material Solutions for Oil & Gas" (Breakfast included)
Presentation topics include:
- Chemical Systems for Controlling Unwanted Fluid Production
- High Performance Polymer Liners for Onshore & Offshore Pipe for Corrosion Protection and Reliability Improvement
- Using Nano Drug Release Technology for Effective Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Cleanup in Conventional & Unconventional Reservoirs
- Oilfield Applications for Synthetic Silica - Advancing Down-hole Technology
- A Novel High Pressure Perforation Diverter for Low Temperature Wells

The Omni Houston Hotel at Westside has a limited block of rooms available for this event. Reservations can be made by calling 1-800-THE-OMNI or by visiting the Symposium hotel reservation page.